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Instrument Panel Design - Size

1. Any given instrument should be easy to find and identify. 2. The most important and frequently used instru- ments should have the most favorable position with. 
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Instrument Panel Design By Dave Kenney, EAA 9055 4120 Via Solano, Palos Verdes Estates, Calif.



(D. Kenny Photo)



The Thorp Sky Skooter instrument panel.



CURSORY CHECK of lightplane instrument panels A reveals that any given instrument arrangement can generally be classed in one of the following three categories: 1. The Pyramid 2. The Sunburst 3. The Buckshot Advocates of the pyramid school of design group the biggest instruments (the war surplus vacuum gyros, the English air speed indicators, etc.) on the centerline of the panel. The smaller instruments are arranged in neat rows on both sides in descending order of size. Absolute symmetry is the goal. The sunburst afficionados place the biggest instrument, whatever it may be, dead center in the panel and arrange the other instruments around it in ever larger circles of ever smaller instruments. Very pretty. The buckshot bunch are abstractionists at heart and scatter instruments about the panel at random as dictated by their artistic whim. With these non-conformists, anything goes. Although the foregoing examples may be somewhat exaggerated, it seems evident that even a reasonably logical arrangement of instruments has somehow escaped the attention of many designers. It stands to reason that there ought to be a logical arrangement for instruments based on relative importance, frequency of usage, similarity of functions, etc., and there is. During World War II, it was realized that a standardized panel, logically arranged, would reduce cockpit confusion, expedite pilot training, and facilitate transition between various types of aircraft. Wright Aeronautical Development Center, using



plain ordinary common sense, set about to determine the optimum location and juxtaposition of various instruments which would find favor with the majority of pilots and laid down the following ground rules: 1. Any given instrument should be easy to find and identify. 2. The most important and frequently used instruments should have the most favorable position with reference to the normal line of sight. 3. The instruments should be arranged in relation to one another to conform with the location of equipments to which they refer (engines, fuel tanks, etc.). 4. All instruments should be readable from the normal head position of the pilot. There should bs no obstruction by other equipment, or occluding of dials because of oblique angle of view. 5. Instruments used most frequently should be grouped together to minimize eye movement in shifting from one instrument to the other. WADC subsequently firmed up the arrangement of the basic eight flight instruments (Fig. 1). This arrangement has become the standard grouping of these instruments for all military and many commercial aircraft. With the recent advent of multiple function "integrated" instruments in which two or more instruments are combined in a single indicator, a somewhat different arrangement was necessitated (Fig. 2). In the last year or two the trend toward integrated instrumentation has resulted in the merger of the Approach Horizon with the
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FIG. 1 Standard USAF flight grouping (conventional instruments).



FIG. 2 Standard USAF flight instrument grouping. (Integrated approach, horizon and course indicator).
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Attitude and Turn and Slip Indicator, and the Course Indicator now combines all course and heading information (Tacan, DME, Compass, etc.) into a single display. WADC has specified that engine instruments are to be grouped to the right of the flight instruments since pilots must generally look over the left side of the panel during landings and should have immediate reference to critical flight instruments. The Navy, however, prefers to have the engine instruments to the left of the flight group on the logical contention that during a carrier approach the pilot isn't watching the flight instruments, he's watching the engine instruments and peering over the left side of the panel at that man waving those crazy flags. Recently, most lightplane manufacturers have also recognized the desirability of a standardized panel and have adopted panel layouts similar to the WADC arrangements. Some accede only to the point of placing the flight instruments on the left and the engine instruments on the right. Arrangement of the flight group is still pretty much



of a random affair on many aircraft, although two of the major lightplane manufacturers closely adhere to the arrangement in Fig. 1. Many panels still violate some or all of the WADC ground rules. For instance, while they have dutifully located the engine group to the right, they put them on the far right side of the cockpit, usually separated by the radio gear, and the parallax is so great that they cannot be read with accuracy. It would seem far more important to have the engine instruments in front of the pilot where he can read them and isn't apt to forget them than it is to have the radio gear in this prime location. By way of invidious comparison, note the superb panel in the Thorp Sky Skooter. It is simple, attractive, and centralizes all the instruments in a minimum area directly in front of the pilot. The transceiver is sensibly located on the far right side of the panel. Aside from instrument arrangement, several other design features favored by WADC may be of interest.



FOOD FOR THOUGHT . . . (Continued from page 32)



cross fire and fire on an open intake, giving almost complete engine failure until it is switched out of the system. Another incident was a spark plug which was virtually burned off. The only answer to something like this is abuse of the engine, poor routine inspection or a combination of both. Another example of preventive maintenance is the post-flight inspection. This is a mag check and a power



check before you shut down the aircraft. At this time a rough mag can't be passed off as a cold engine. Bob Hoover, the F-51 aerobatic pilot, follows this procedure. How many of you noticed the run-up each evening after his show just before he parked it? That was not to impress the crowd, that was life insurance for tomorrow's flight and as it was, it paid off because after the Friday



evening's performance Bob was not satisfied with the run-



up. A visual inspection substantiated his feeling. By the time Bob flew his next show on Saturday evening he had installed a new cylinder bank assembly, so that he could make his performance in safety. Clean engines, preventive maintenance, post-flight run-ups and inspection and taking no chances are what
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The flat black finish formerly used on instrument panels and side consoles is out. Air Force pilots expressed an overwhelming preference for the medium gray finish now



being used. They not only felt that the contrasting lighter color eliminated the tendency for the black indicator dials to "swim" together, but was also more pleasing to the eye. Any non-glossy pastel color would offer a similar background contrast, so go ahead and paint your panel pink. Red lighting for instrument illumination is also on the way out. The purpose of red lighting was to preserve dark adaptation, or "night vision," on the premise that the dark adapted eye is much more sensitive to dimly illuminated objects. The only trouble is that a dark adapted eye uses the "rods" in the retina instead of the "cones" normally used and is incapable of defining distinct shapes. The latest military aircraft are reverting to ordinary white lighting. The standby compass should not be placed on the panel due to magnetic interference problems. The preferred place is on the windshield bow or center post in a location where it can be easily read but will not interfere with any critical segment of the field of vision. It is hoped the foregoing information will be of some value to those who are wondering if the left wing root wouldn't be a good place for the air speed indicator. If you're still wondering how you are going to mount the remaining 13 instruments on a 7 x 12 in. panel, then it probably won't be much help. REFERENCES ARDCM-80—"Handbook of Instructions for Aircraft Designers." WADC TN 54-12—"Suitability of the Gray Instrument Panel for Use in USAF Aircraft." WADC TR 57-448—"The Cone-to-Rod Efficiency Ratio as a Specification for Lighting Systems." WADC TN 54-160—"Visual Presentaion of Information." A



keep these people coming back. Let's learn from these professionals and try to imitate their safety programs. So for next year's Fly-In, may I suggest: 1. A good inspection before you leave, cure all



problems that might cause trouble. Your life depends on it. 2. When you arrive, a post-flight run-up will take less than a minute and let you know if it's as good as it was at home or not. 3. Some time before the Fly-In is over give your aircraft a good visual inspection. Look the engine over. 4. If you have any trouble come to the Emergency Repair Tent. That is what it is there for and they will be willing to help you. I might add, all the fellows will be glad to help anyone needing help, but there is no thrill or even satisfaction



in fixing something that



should have been fixed at home. Remember, these guys are on vacation, too. So I hope that this has broadened your scope on maintenance, preventive maintenance, post-flight inspection, and the operation of the Emergency Repair Tent. May all your troubles be "little ones." 0
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Instrument Panel Design 

English air speed indicators, etc.) on the centerline of .... root wouldn't be a good place for the air speed indicator. If you're still ... FOOD FOR THOUGHT .
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instrument panel - CapHector 

Door Lock Control. Reinforcement. Instrument Panel. No. 2 Speaker Panel. Glove Compartment Door. Front Pillar. Garnish. Cowl Side Trim. Board. Front Door.
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Forminq Instrument Panel Overlays 

softens when heated, and hardens when cooled. This process is repetitive, within limits, and the material will soften each time it is heated above a certain point.
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Upgrade That Instrument Panel, 

outside air temperature are measurec by sensors ... There are just three simple qualifica tions that are .... due to poor temperature control and the possibility of an ...
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Instrument Panel Light For Homebuilts 

light surrounding the face of each in- strument. After making the instrument panel, a. 3/16"" Plexiglas overlay is made, taking care that all cutouts exactly match ...
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Engine Instrument System (EIS) Primary Panel - PDFHALL.COM 

Note: Failure of a fuel flow input signal to the primary EIS panel will cause the affected ... Illuminated (amber) â€“ related engine oil pressure is at or below the red radial. 3 .... consists of a high pressure compressor and a high pressure turbin
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Partial Panel Compass Turns - Size 

are responsible for a phenomenon we call magnetic â€œdip,â€� and the corresponding â€œdip errorsâ€� that occur in flight. ... Available Through Ikarus Service Center in.
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Design Change Bulletins - Size 

would ask you to supply your material typewritten, double spaced, and drawings in dark lined pencil or ink. Mistakes found in drawings or construction practices ...
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Wing Design - Size 

affect the plane's flying properties. This paper is ... ness also affects the aerodynamic qualities of a wing â€” ... lent to about 1/32 inch grains of sand distributed on.
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Airplane Design 101 - Size 

is, you don't need an engineering degree to design an airplaneâ€”just the .... list, so that's good. Next month we'll make .... into the spreadsheet you can download from the EAA website. Please .... FREE copy! .... place homebuilt to carij> his wife
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Structural Design - Size 

Calculate the forces at work to maximize ... airplane's structure and work out all the .... having the correct angle is vital in .... This triangle can then be used. RPM.
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Wing Design - Size 

ISO 9001:2000 Certified. Photograph Courtesy of: Dr. Mike Schloss. Owner/Operator of â€œNaked Fannyâ€�. Airplanes built in the 1930s and. '40s were designed for ...
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Design Details - Size 

to elaborate further what the consequences could be, only to say, serious or fatal after-effects. Focus your attention to Fig. 1, showing a landing gear installation.
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Sequence of Design - Size 

OVERALL DESIGN was discussed in an earlier article ... and the wing-cell would lack torsional rigidity. .... weight of fuel and oil, (Wf)=6 Ibs. per gallon for gaso-.
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Basic Diffuser Design - Size 

heat yet, the volumetric flow rates do not change. ... A generally accepted "Rule .... stove circulated the air inside to avoid hot spots. The use of wood for this pur-.
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buick rendezvous owners manual instrument panel dbid 12j7p 
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mx instrument panel box nomenclature - Axel VINCENT-RANDONNIER 

PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL. DWG. NO. Rev. Assembly. Number. SCALE: 1:1. Fixturing. Part Name: mx instrument panel box. Project: Paramount MX.
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buick rendezvous owners manual instrument panel dbid h7q4 
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Design a six-panel CD package - inweboftp 

Photoshop, and I even used hand illustration to fake some parts. ... and other subtle effects and textures were also used to help blend things ... Follow this tutorial to find out how I made Hollywood Avenue's insane ... 02 Download and open your cho
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Engine Instrument System (EIS) Primary Panel - Flight School Air First 

Boeing B737CL - Systems Summary [Fire Protection] .... Displays total air temperature in degrees C. ... Hydraulic System Pressure and Quantity Indications.
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EAA Technical Counselor: Instrument Panel Do's and Don'ts 

Now that you've decided what you can afford, you've ... com, or to consult any of the professional panel building .... tighten up the spacing on the breakers.
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Air-Angle Indicator, a Fail-Safe Instrument - Size 

(Continued from preceding page). This angle varies in flight, depending on throttle setting, airspeed, use of the flight controls, air turbulence, maneuvering, etc.
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Airplane Design 101: Part 3 - Size 

Good handling qualities throughout the whole flight regime. ... As you do this, the airplane will start slowing down and climbing. In a stable airplane, when you release the ... stick-free static margin. The major ..... To download Cirrus DUATS from 
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The Design of Pulse Jet Engines - Size 

made from tin can stock. As far as fuel is ... water also adds mass to the system and causes an increase in thrust. ... ly no maintenance is required. Along with this ...
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